Absfmel-The robust execution of a planned trujectory is a critical issue in robotics. In this paper, we set the formal basis for a sensor-landmark-based motion planning approach. Our approach deals with inaccuracy of the map of the ewhnment by producing motion features wmpased of a reference trajectory and of a set of pairs sensor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robot navigation is a difficult task for mainly three reasons. The fmt one comes from the high complexity of the path planning problem. The second one resides in the inaccuracy of the map of the environment used to plan the trajectory and the third reason is that the navigation task in cluttered environments requires precise localization. The h t of these three issues bas raised a lot of interest for the past fifteen years and solutions have been proposed to solve the path planning problem for simple or complex kinematic systems [4] , [SI. To address the two last issues, the usual approach consists in localizing the robot along the trajectory with respect to local landmarks (21, 171, [91,
[lo], [13], while avoiding unexpected obstacle by reactive methods [I] , [3] , [6] , [XI. Thus localization automatically corrects the imprecision of the map. Localizing the robot with respect to local landmarks like obstacles is obviously a good method since the position of the robot with respect to obstacles that are close to the robot is of greater importance than the position of the robot in a global coordinate frame. However, the localization task is usually indepedent from the trajectory following task and as a consequence, the landmarks chosen for navigation are not the best ones. Obstacles very close to the trajectory might not be chosen although they represent a high danger of colhsion. For a mobile robot of small size in large corridors, the choice of landmarks for navigation might not be very important, but for big and kinematically complex multi body robots moving close to obstacles, this choice is critical.
In this paper, we introduce a generic approach to include the choice of landmarks and sensors along a planned 0-780344034l04l$20.00 a 0 0 4 IEEE trajectory. The idea is to plan sensor-landmark primitive to perform sensor based motion along a trajectory. Instead of planning a trajectory in a 6rst step and follow this trajectory in a second step, we will produce a sequence of sensorlandmark based motions.Two steps are necessary to reach this goal :
One is a formal dehition of sensor-landmark based motion. In our formalism we assume as known; the model of the environment, the non-collision planned trajectory and the sensors perceptions. m e sensorlandmark planned motion is composed of a planned trajectory along which continuous pre-selected Lists of sensor-landmark pairs are assigned. In the real world the robot uses the sensor-landmark planned motion to navigate and correct its trajecfory. This paper is focus on how this correction will be done.
The other step is to define sensor-landmark strategy selection to best fit the real world according to the reference trajectory. This step is future work. We think that ow approach can be applied in a more general context. For instance in manipulation, algorithms exist today to plan the motion of a mobile manipulator that will grasp an object, cany the object and put it at a specified place [Ill. To execute such motions, we need to specify along each part of the motion which sensors and which landmarks should he taken into account. In the grasping step, the relative position of the end-effector with respect to the object is obviously the most relevant piece of information. This piece of information will be presented in a landmark-based motion defined later in this paper.
In Section U, we introduce the notation and definitions upon which we build our generic framework. The main output of this framework is a formal definition of a landmark-based motion. In Section Ill, we describe the main components of the software we are developping to reach the landmark-based motion planner we are aiming at. Finally, in Section N, we provide the reader with a few simulation results that show the relevance of our approach.
NOTATION AND DEFINITION
Let us consider an unspecified robot. S = {SI,. . . , sn} is a set of n sensors attached to the different bodies of this robot. L = {Il, 1 2 , . . . Ip} is the set of P landmarks located in the workspace of the robot. In order to simplify the notations, si and 1, respectively will represent the configuration of the sensor i and the landmark j respectively in the workspace.
A. The Sensor Image Funcrion
The image of l j given by si is defined as :
If l j E E is a visible landmark f" a sensor si E 9.
As shown in this definition, the space mapped by T is an euclidian space of dimension U. The function T$ doesn't depend only on the kind of the sensor but on the kind of the landmark too. For example, the image functions for a camera and for a laser sensor in relation to a segment are not the same. As well as the image functions for a point and for a segment captured by a laser sensor are not the same.
B. Kinematic Relation Between The Robot And Its Sensors
Since the sensor s; is Linked to the robot, there exists a kinematic relation that links the configuration q E C of the robot to the sensor configuration si E C :
r;: c -s
The composition (Tor) of the two functions defined above gives directly the image of a landmark l j viewed by a sensor s; given the configuration of the robot :
The ability of sensing a landmark by a sensor gives a sort of sensor-landmark association depending on the kind of the sensor and the kind of the sensed landmark. If we associate L = ( 1 1 , . . . ,lp)t, p landmarks from the workspace with the robot's sensors. By assuming that each landmark is mapped by only one sensor, we obtain p pairs sensorlandmark S -L = { ( s i , 11), ( s j , l * ) , . . . , ( s h , l p ) } . Then the next extended representation is obtained :
For the sake of simplicity we use the notation defined below :
C. Related Spaces
Our reasoning is based on two different spaces. The 6rst one is related to a reference map: the model. In this model, we have a non-collision planned trajectory.
At each robot configuration, we assume to be able to get the visible landmarks from the robot's sensors and then assess them images. The motion planing phase is processed in this space. It takes the planned trajectory as reference and transforms it in a sequence of sensor- We assume there is no means to estimate neither q' nor L'. Whereas Y' is available since it comes from the sensors measures.
One of the generic items our apprroach deals with, is when Lp # Lm. This assumption means that the configuration of the real landmarks in relation to global coordinate frame of the real space is different of the configuration of the map landmarks in relation to global coordinate frame of the map space. However, we assume that L7 is in the neigbbonrhood of Lm.
Given these assumptions, next we define two main configurations of the robot that show where it bas to be in the real environment to satisfy the planned motion.
D. Localization
Let us consider 40" as a desired configuration of the robot. This configuration was carried out by assuming a perfect model of the robot and a well specified reference map of the workspace. In this reference configuration, the This equation is a linear system of U x p equations and dim(C) unknowns (the dimension of the configuration space of the robot C). Intuitevely, in the general case of several landmarks, it's impossible to find a qzc that allows to satisfy the measured images in relation to the map space. Then, at the localized configuration, we try to put the robot in the map space such that it best fit the measured images Y,'. To do that, we minimize the error defined below according to least square criterion :
Then the best fitting solution is given by : IT and I;" a~ the reference landmarks (assumed 10 be two scgmenu) extracted fmm the walls. thcy are respectively m c i a t e d to the sensor's s2 and sl. s3 is not associated to any landmarks The image of a pair sensor-landmark is assumed to be the tight distance f" the sensor to the direction of the segment. 
E. Correction
The idea is to find a configuration of the robot in the real space such that when the localization is performed it believes it reaches 47. This expression means that once the real robot in and after performing a localization, it believes it reaches the desired configuration qo" (the localization error is null).
I ) Solving: (5) and (6) implies :
We assume that qLnopRef and L' respectively are in the neighborhood of q r , the desired robot configuration, and L"' respectively. Obviously this is not true in an absolute coordinate space.
Even if the robot believes that it reaches the desired configuration, it cannot satisfy the reference images of all landmarks (see property2).
It is important to put the emphasis on the fact that the localization and correction processes presented here are subtly different from the classic one. We are not concerned about localizing the robot with respect to the global cwrdinate frame in the real world. Also, we take the geometric planned mjectory as a reference to best fit the real world. The concept of best fitting the real world is 
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Our goal is planning sensor-landmark-based motion in object oriented platform built upon move3d [121. The background architecture is spanned on four absmct classes representing the robot, the sensors, the landmarks and the sensor-landmark pairs. The abstract object class dedicated to the sensor-landmark pairs provides a straightforward representation of the image space. This one is very useful as a given sensor can be led to capture different sort of landmarks. In the opposite way a given landmark can be viewed by different kind of sensors. Note that if a derived sensor-landmark class exists, it necessary implies that the corresponding sensm and landmark classes already exist.
Up to now, we integrate a laser object class derived from the sensor abstract class. Both a 26 point and a 2d segment classes derived from the landmark abstract class. In this way, we must to generate two derived classes of sensorlandmark pair in the purpose of handling each kind of pair. The 6rst one concerns the "LaserPoinfZd" pair. It models a point viewed in a 2d image space by laser sensor. The image function fitted to such a pair is given by :
T : R2 xR3 i IR2
(Pj>Si) -y Wlth :
Obviously this fig S(c) . The reference map and the planned trajectory are drawn with iron wire. We observe that the corrected motion executed from the planned motion fits the real environment bener than the single execution of the planned trajectory. The main advantage of our approach is to keep the planned configuration locally unchangeable with respect to the landmarks frames. As seen in 5(c), neither for the robot nor for the walls the executed trajectory is different from the planned one.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed a generic approach to produce motion features composed of a reference trajectory and a set of sensor-landmark pairs. These motion features define along the planned trajectory closed-loop motion strategies for the robot. The wnhibution of this paper is to propose a generic framework for the definition of these closed-loop motion features and to give a few examples to show the relevance of the approach. Indeed, any sensor on any robot and any landmak can be taken into account in ow framework.
When the real space is close to the model space the simulations results show that the robot can fit the real world according to the planned trajectory. The work we are developpiog extends the approach for larger difference between the two spaces.
The next step of this work will consist in developing generic strategy planning algorithms within a software platform to select the most relevent landmarks. These strategies will have to take into account obstacles that represent a danger of collision and landmarks that yield a good localization.
